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What is a micro:bit?

The micro:bit is a pocket-sized computer that is fully
programmable. It is designed to get children of all ages
involved in writing code and developing software to build
new things that will be controlled by the micro:bit for
example robots.

What’s on board?
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5x5 LED matrix
Pushbuttons
Compass
Accelerometer
Bluetooth module
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How to write code

There are a few different code editors that you can use to
write code for the micro:bit.

1. Javascript block editor
h ps://ma e ode.m
ob .o /
The JavaScript block editor makes it easy to program your
micro:bit in JavaScript code and blocks.

2. Python editor
h p://p hon.m
ob .o / /1
The Python editor is great for more advanced coders or
someone that wants to push their coding boundaries.

3. Mu (offline python editor)
h ps:// odew h.mu/
Mu is designed to be as simple as possible for beginner
programmers to use. It is written in Python and can be
downloaded and installed on Windows, OSX, Linux and
Raspberry Pi.

4. Edublocks
h ps://m
ob .edub o s.o /
EduBlocks is designed to make it easy for beginners
programmers to write micro Python code using blocks with
Python syntax.
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Our first program

In typical programming tradition, we are going to create the
“hello world” program using each of the 4 editors (don’t
worry if you don’t have access to them all)

1. Javascript block editor

You can see your code running on the virtual micro:bit on
the left of the coding area.
How to run the code on your micro:bit
1. Connect your micro:bit to the computer using the USB
cable
2. Click on the
button. This will
download a .hex file to your computer.
3. Open the folder where the .hex file was downloaded
4. Copy the .hex file
5. Open up the micro:bit folder and paste the .hex file in
there.
6. Once the orange light on the back of the micro:bit
stops blinking you will see your code run on the
micro:bit.
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Our first program

2. Python Editor
Once the Python editor has opened, you will see a demo
program that looks like this:
om m
wh

e
d
d
s

ob

mpo

*

T ue:
sp a .s o ('He o, Wo d!')
sp a .show(Ima e.HEART)
eep(2000)

Run this on your micro:bit by:
1. Connect your micro:bit to the computer using the USB
cable
2. Click on the
file to your computer.

button. This will download a .hex

3.

Open the folder where the .hex file was downloaded

4.

Copy the .hex file

5.

Open up the micro:bit folder and paste the .hex file in
there.

6.

Once the orange light on the back of the micro:bit
stops blinking you will see your code run on the
micro:bit.
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Our first program

2. Python Editor
Now edit the program to look like this:
om m

ob

mpo

wh e T ue:
d sp a .s o
s eep(2000)

*

('He

o, Wo d!')

Now download the code as you did before. You should now see
the texts scrolling without the heart at the end.

3. Mu (optional)
This is exactly the same as writing Python code above. The
only difference is Mu is installed on your computer.
Mu also downloads the code straight to your micro:bit when
you click on the
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Our first program
4. Edublocks
Once EduBlocks has opened copy the following code:

The red blocks can be found in the basics menu and the green
block is found in the display menu.
Run this on your micro:bit by:
1. Connect your micro:bit to the computer using the USB
cable
2.

Click on the
button. This will
download a .hex file to your computer.

3.

Open the folder where the .hex file was downloaded

4.

Copy the .hex file

5.

Open up the micro:bit folder and paste the .hex file in
there.

6.

Once the orange light on the back of the micro:bit
stops blinking you will see your code run on the
micro:bit.
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Challenge

Now that you have had a try of all the editors, pick your
favourite one and change the code to say “Hello NAME”.
NAME = Your name
Download your code as before and you should now see your
micro:bit saying hello to you.

